Abstract. When several dynamical systems interact, the transmission of the information between them necessarily implies a time delay. When the time delay is not negligible, the study of the dynamics of these interactions deserve a special treatment. We will show here that under certain assumptions, it is possible to reduce the number of time delays without altering the global dynamics. We will focus here on graphs of interactions with identical time delays and bidirectional connections. With these premises, it is possible to find a configuration where a number nz of time delays have been removed with nv − 1 ≤ nz ≤ n 2 v /4, where nv is the number of dynamical systems on a connected graph.
Introduction
Time delays appear in a very natural way in any communication from one entity to another. In the context of dynamical systems, it is intrinsic to the transmission of the state through a communication channel. When the time delay is very small compared to the time scale of the processes involved in the dynamical systems, the induced effects of these time delays are barely noticeable, but still present. While delayed dynamical systems have infinite dimension, the effective motion of the trajectories evolves on a finite dimensional manifold. When the time delay increases, the complexity of the system grows continuously with the increase of the dimension of the effective manifold [1] .
It is easy to find examples on graphs with time delays in very different fields. In physics, such time delays have been studied for coupled semiconductor lasers [2] . In engineering, we can cite the problem of consensus among agents on a graph with a time delay [3] . These time delays affect the dynamics of the whole graph and makes it harder the analysis and the simulation of the system. Another example where time delays can have relevant effects on the dynamics of a graph is the communication between cells of the nervous system [4] . The problem of the synchronization of the dynamical systems on a graph with time-delayed coupling is partially understood [5] [6] [7] , though the analysis is difficult to achieve in most cases.
In an attempt to reduce the dimensionality of the system, the method called componentwise time-shift transformation [8] allows to transform the time delays on the graph. The method relies on an invariant of the graph: the time delays can be altered as long as the sum of the time delays on the constitutive loop of the graph remain constant. This method was used successfully to demonstrate that we can reduce the number of time delays on any graph by setting n z = n v − 1 time delays to zero, where n v is the number of vertices of the graph [8, 9] .
A new formulation of this method [10] has been developed to improve the number of zero time delays. With the application of this new method, we find a number of zero time delays n z ≥ n v − 1, and the total sum of the time delays is also considerably reduced.
While this last technique is useful in general, we will show here that in some special cases of interest, the number of zero time delays can be increased by a large extent. The main objective of this work is to show that when the graphs possess identical time delays and bidirectional links between pairs, the maximum number of zeros is bounded between n v − 1 ≤ n z ≤ n 2 v /4. The lower bound corresponds to the minimum achievable on any graph, while the upper bound is the corresponding to the complete bipartite graph with the same number of vertices in each partition.
To achieve this goal, first we explain the basic techniques of the componentwise time-shift transformation that allows to move around time delays without altering the dynamics. Then, we consider the particular situation of graphs with identical time delays. We also show how finding the maximum number of zero time delays can be reduced to a combinatorial search on a graph. Finally, we use numerical simulations to test the analytical results.
Componentwise time-shift transformation
We consider a graph G with a collection of n e oriented edges e i and n v vertices v i . At each vertex we have a very general dynamical system. The equation set takes the form of a system of coupled delay differential equations
with i = 1, ..., n v and S i is the set of indices k such that the edges e k connect the vertex j to the vertex i. We assume a discrete time delay τ k on the edge e k . The previous system in Eq. (1) can be transformed with a redefinition of the time delays τ k without changing the dynamical properties of the system using the componentwise time-shift transformation [8, 9] . We set
with the following change of variables
where η i are constants and s(k) is the source vertex of the edge k, and t(k) the target vertex of the same edge. The authors in [8] noticed that the algebraic sum of the time delays around any cycle of the graph is constant for every choice of the time-shifts η i . The term algebraic sum means here that, given an oriented cycle in the graph, the time delay associated to the edges on the cycle with the same orientation should be summed up and the time delays on edges with opposite direction subtracted. Now the problem is to find the time-shifts η i associated to each vertex for a desired configuration of time delaysτ k . It is possible to find a vector η based on the topology of the graph and the time delay requirements on each edge [10] . Notice that the initial history of the delay differential equation deserves a special treatment if we want to match the trajectory in the phase space for both sets of equations [9] .
3 Time-delay reduction on bidirectional graphs
In the following we assume several general hypotheses. First, we consider directed graphs with bidirectional edges, which means that each connected vertex has a pair of edges in both directions. We make the distinction between this case and undirected graphs since the time delays might be different depending on the direction of the edge. We will also restrict our attention to graphs with identical time delays on each edge. At last, we also assume that the graph is weakly connected. With these general considerations in mind, we show that it is possible to change the distribution of the time delays on the graph according to simple rules.
To understand the method, we first limit the study to bipartite graphs. A bipartite graph has two sets of vertices such that there are only edges between these two sets; in other words, there is no edge between any two vertices of the same set. If we apply the idea of conservation of the time delay around a loop of the graph, we have noticed that a simple transformation removes half of the time delays in this graph. First, we label the two sets of nodes V L and V R depending on the set of the bipartite partition. For simplicity, we label the vertices R if they belong to V R , and L when they belong to V L . If the time delay in the graph is τ , we set arbitrarily a time delay τ LR = 2τ for the edges going from a vertex L to R, and a time delay τ RL = 0 for edges in the opposite direction. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since any cycle on the graph has to alternate between both sets, the number of edges from R to L, and L to R has to be the same. Any cycle of length n has a total time delay n · τ , which would be conserved with the asymmetrical distribution of time delays. We claim that this is the optimal time delay distribution in the sense of the number of zeros on the edges, that is, n z = n e /2.
This analysis leads to an interesting consequence on other graphs that do not have the bipartite property. We can reduce the number of time delays on a bipartite subgraph without changing the sum of the time delay on the loops of the entire network. To illustrate this effect, we suppose a bipartite network with identical time delays and only one edge between two vertices of the same set, V R or V L . For the purpose of the discussion, we will call this particular edge e. Any cycle has to run through an even number of edges between V L and V R since it has to go back and forth between the two sets before returning to its initial vertex. As a consequence, if a cycle passes once through e, the total sum of the time delays along the cycle will be (n + 1) · τ with n the even number of trips between V L and V R . If we reduce the bipartite graph according to the method mentioned earlier, the sum of the time delays along the cycle will remain unchanged. This invariance can be explained by noticing that the sum of the time delays along the edges between the sets V L and V R is conserved. It leaves unchanged the sum of the time delays around any cycle of the graph including the cycles passing through e. This reasoning can be extended to any number of edges between the vertices of the same set V L or V R .
We can now express the main result of this section. Given a graph with the general properties listed above, we can find a distribution of time delays with a number of zeros We conjecture that the maximum number of zeros n z in the graph is given by the bipartite subgraph with the maximum number of edges. The upper bound corresponds to the complete bipartite subgraph with n
The problem of finding the bipartite subgraph with the largest number of edges is a well-known problem in combinatorial optimization named the MAXCUT problem. The problem consists in finding a partition of the vertices that will have a maximum number of edges between the two sets. This problem is known to be computationally difficult (NP hard) but suboptimal solutions can be found in polynomial time [11] . Figure 2(a) shows an example of an optimal cut in a simple graph, where the cut intersects 8 edges. In Fig. 2(b) , we show that the cycle passing through the vertices 1 → 4 → 2 → 1 has the same cumulative sum of time delays around the cycle in both the original and the transformed graph.
In the next section we will show some results of the application of the optimization of graphs to get the largest bipartite graph. Once the bipartite graph has been found, we can change the distribution of time delays on the subset of edges following the method we have described earlier.
Examples of time-delay reduction on graphs
We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the method on graphs with well-known characteristics. For our purpose, the only information needed on the graph is its adjacency matrix A. It has dimension n v × n v and if an edge connects the vertex i to the vertex j, the entry a ij of the adjacency matrix A is 1, and 0 in the other case. The MAXCUT algorithm can be stated as follows Maximize:
where c is a column vector of dimension n v . This is a integer program with a quadratic objective that can be solved with an standard optimization software. The entry c i of the vector c classifies the vertex i into the set V L or V R . Once the algorithm has found a solution, the number of edges that crosses the cut is the value
The number of zero time delays allowed on the graph is n z = n c /2 as described in the previous section.
To test the algorithm we will focus on two important models: the Watts-Strogatz small-world and the scale-free models [12] . In the small-world model, we can vary a parameter p such that the graph evolves continuously from a regular graph to a random Erdös-Renyi graph. For p = 0 the graph is regular so that each vertex is connected to k neighbors. As the parameter p increases from 0 to 1, some of the edges are redirected to create shortcuts in the initial symmetric configuration. When p gets eventually to 1 we have an Erdös-Renyi random graph where the probability to have an edge between two vertices is p e = n v /n e = 1/k. Figure 3(a) depicts the number of zero time delays n z of several generations of the graph as a function of the vertex mean degree k . We have chosen four values of the probability p of the graph: p = 0 (regular graph), p = 0.1, p = 0.5, and p = 1 (random graph). For k ≥ 5 the tendency is linear in all cases. In Fig. 3(b) we have the result of the optimization as a function of the number of vertices n v for k = 10. It is remarkable that we have also a linear trend in all cases. From the analysis of the figures, we observe that the result of the optimization do not depend clearly on p. While we do not have an explanation for this linear behavior, we can give simple arguments based on the two extreme cases p = 0 and p = 1.
When the graph is regular (p 0 ), we have found a special partition of the graph that brings an analytic formula for the number n c . It simply consists in picking alternate neighbor vertices to form the partition as shown in Fig. 4 . If we count the number of edges from one partition to the other, and using symmetry arguments, we get
where [x] represents the closest integer higher or equal to x; notice that this formula works for even and odd number of vertices. It seems however that this cut is not optimal. In many cases the MAXCUT algorithm brings a better solution. Given that n z = n c /2, it provides us a simple lower bound for the number of zero time delays in the small-world model with p = 0. For the case p = 1, we can partially explain the results by considering a random cut that separates the vertices in two sets with the same number of elements. To achieve this, we just randomly pick half of the vertices to form either the set V L or V R and we begin to construct a random Erdös-Renyi graph. Each vertex from the set V L has approximately n v /2 vertices to choose from the set V R , so that there are (n v /2) 2 possible edges. Since the probability to form an edge between the two vertices is p ≃ k /n v , and the formation is independent for each edge, the average number of edges that will cross the cut is
This is in fact linear with n v and the mean vertex degree k . The MAXCUT algorithm finds a better solution than this naive random cut, but the linearity of the graph n z against n v remains. For other values of p, it is not obvious how to obtain n c and we need numerical simulations to obtain an estimation. While the parameter p has a tremendous effect on the graph theoretic properties, it seems that it has a very limited effect on the number n z . This is a surprising finding that indicates that topological factors such as the graph diameter and the shortest path length have little relevance here.
In the last example, we show some results on the scale-free networks, another paradigmatic topology of graphs. The graphs are constructed following the preferred attachment algorithm and we have optimized the graph following the same method. We compare three cases: scale-free model, small-world with p = 0.5, and Erdös-Renyi (small-world with p = 1).
The results shown in Fig. 5 for n z are almost identical for the three cases. The MAXCUT algorithm does not depend on the chosen type of topology, but a more comprehensive study is required to understand the reason of this similarity. The numerical simulations have been performed with the packages Lightgraphs and JuMP of the Julia programming language along with the IBM optimization software CPLEX for the solution of the integer program.
Discussion and Conclusions
When the graph has an identical distribution of time delays, it is possible to find a new distribution of the time delays on the graph so that the global dynamics is not affected. The MAXCUT algorithm finds a bipartite subgraph with the maximum number of edges between the two sets. This partition is the basis for the new distribution of the time delays. The method basically consists in assigning on the edges connecting the two sets, zero time delays in one direction, and twice the initial time delay in the opposite direction.
We have established that according to this method, the maximum number of zero time delays in the graph that can be achieved is n 2 v /4, while the minimum is n v − 1. On the basis of the simulations of the last section, we can conjecture a lower bound much tighter for the special type of graphs that we are studying
It is possible to reach the upper bound n z = n 2 v /4 when there is a complete bipartite subgraph embedded in the original graph.
The numerical simulations also indicate that the topology is not a critical factor for the result of the MAXCUT optimization. It seems that the average node degree and the number of vertices are the two key parameters that affect n z . It would be interesting on its own to study more in detail the result of the MAXCUT algorithm as a function of different topological factors of the graph.
Delay differential equations are in general very difficult to analyze and simulate. We have shown here that it is possible to significantly reduce the dimensionality of a set of coupled delay differential equations over a bidirectional graph with identical time delays. The reduction is at least of the order of the number of vertices. The process of changing the time delays over the graph is simple, but it is hard to find a suitable partition of the nodes. Fortunately, for large graphs there are suboptimal approximations to the MAXCUT algorithm bringing a solution in a polynomial time. Furthermore, this method could be extended to directed graphs with identical time delay.
This work opens new perspectives on the simulation and the analysis of large systems of delay coupled dynamical systems. We believe that this method will bring some insight on the behavior of collective dynamics with time delay.
